Representational gain in cortical area underlies
increase of memory strength
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Neuronal plasticity that develops in the cortex during learning is
assumed to represent memory content, but the functions of such
plasticity are actually unknown. The shift in spectral tuning in
primary auditory cortex (A1) to the frequency of a tone signal is a
compelling candidate for a substrate of memory because it has all of
the cardinal attributes of associative memory: associativity, specificity, rapid induction, consolidation, and long-term retention. Tuning shifts increase the representational area of the signal in A1, as an
increasing function of performance level, suggesting that area
encodes the magnitude of acquired stimulus signiﬁcance. The
present study addresses the question of the speciﬁc function of
learning-induced associative representational plasticity. We tested
the hypothesis that speciﬁc increases in A1 representational area for
an auditory signal serve the mnemonic function of enhancing memory strength for that signal. Rats were trained to bar-press for
reward contingent on the presence of a signal tone (5.0 kHz), and
assessed for memory strength during extinction. The amount of
representational area gain for the signal frequency band was signiﬁcantly positively correlated with resistance to extinction to the
signal frequency in two studies that spanned the range of task difﬁculty. These ﬁndings indicate that speciﬁc gain in cortical representational area underlies the strength of the behaviorally-relevant
contents of memory. Thus, mnemonic functions of cortical plasticity
are determinable.
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central tenet of neuroscience is that neuronal plasticity
underlies learning and memory. Memories have speciﬁc
content, i.e., they are stored representations of experiences,
whether biographical (“episodic”), general knowledge (“semantic”), or other forms. Much research has focused on the detection
of neuronal plasticity using a wide range of recording and other
approaches across the levels at which brains are organized:
molecular, cellular, circuit, systems, and larger scale. Neuronal
plasticity that develops during learning is generally assumed to
constitute memory content. However, although the function of
plasticity in a general sense is assumed to underlie memory and
support adaptive behavior, the detection of plasticity in a given
structure under a given learning situation does not actually reveal
its particular function. For example, although learning-related
plasticity could represent the detailed content of acquired experience itself, there are several alternatives. These include a change
in neuronal state that enables storage, modulatory processes that
inﬂuence the strength of memory, and modiﬁcations of the interactions of different memory systems. Moreover, the amount of
plasticity could subserve different functions. Thus, a greater
number of cells that develop plasticity within a structure might
increase future detectability of a signal stimulus in a noisy environment, serve to increase the amount of stored detail about the
relevant experience, facilitate future switching of attention to a
particular feature of that experience, etc.
Learning-related plasticity becomes a good candidate to represent memory content if it can be shown to have the major attributes
of memory. Learning-induced changes in frequency tuning within
the primary auditory cortex (A1) meet this criterion. Thus, learning
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1000159107

that a tone signals reinforcement (classical conditioning) or the
opportunity to obtain a reward or avoid a punishment (instrumental
conditioning) is accompanied by shifts in frequency receptive ﬁelds
from the original best frequency (BF) (i.e., peak of the tuning curve)
toward or to the frequency of the tonal signal (1, 2). Such tuning
shifts are not only associative (i.e., require that the tone predict
reinforcers), but have other cardinal attributes of associative
memory. Tuning shifts are highly speciﬁc (shifts either to or within
fractions of an octave of the signal’s frequency) (3), are rapidly
formed (in as few as ﬁve trials) (4, 5), consolidate over hours and
days (become larger over time without additional training) (6, 7),
and endure for months (tracked to at least 8 weeks) (8). Moreover,
speciﬁc tuning shifts develop across different types of learning
(classical and instrumental conditioning) (1, 2, 9), different types of
motivation (appetitive and aversive) (1, 10, 11), and tasks (simple
and two-tone discrimination training) (7). Moreover, they develop
similarly across species (e.g., bat, cat, gerbil, guinea pig, monkey, and
rat) (2, 4, 12–16), including humans (17, 18). Local tuning shifts
extended across A1 produce a speciﬁc increase in the area of frequency representation of the signal frequency band within the
tonotopic organization of A1 (11, 14, 15, 19). These speciﬁc
receptive ﬁeld shifts and map expansions are examples of “high
order (cortical) associative representational plasticity” (HARP)
because they constitute orderly changes in the processing of environmental stimuli within the representation of a sensory dimension.
The establishment of HARP provides an opportunity to determine the functions of learning-related cortical plasticity. A cardinal feature of all memories is the strength of their content, whether
fragile or robust. Thus, one function of plasticity might be to
provide for memory strength. Rutkowski and Weinberger (15)
found that the greater the behavioral importance of a tone, the
greater the amount of expansion of its representation in the
tonotopic map of A1. Memories that have increased behavioral
signiﬁcance might reasonably be expected to have greater
strength. If so, then a learning-induced increase in the amount of
representational area in A1 might confer greater memory
strength. We tested this hypothesis by determining the relationship
between the amount of representational area and resistance to
experimental extinction.
Results
Adult male Sprague–Dawley rats (n = 8) were trained to bar-press
(BP) for water reward beginning at the onset of a 10-s signal tone
(5.0 kHz) and a 7-s period of silence after tone offset (17-s reward
period) (Fig. 1A). BPs during subsequent silent intertrial intervals
(ITI) were discouraged by eliciting a ﬂashing light error signal and
time-out on 50% of occurrences. Failure to respond at least once
during the tone precluded the opportunity to BP for reward during
the 7 s after tone offset (Fig. 1A, example 3). This long-reward-
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Fig. 1. Bar-pressing for water rewards to tones in the long-reward-window (LRP) group. Behavior and representational area in A1. (A) The LRP protocol
required animals to BP for rewards during a 17-s reward window that began at tone onset. Up to two water rewards (blue bars) could be delivered during the
tone with the possibility of one more reward in the remaining 17-s window (examples 1 and 2) for a maximum of three rewards per trial. If no BPs were made
during the tone, then BPs after the tone were not rewarded (example 3). BPs during silent intertrial-intervals were signaled as errors with a ﬂashing light
during a time-out period (red bars) 50% of the time (i.e., 3–7 s extension of time until the next trial). (B) LRP group performance improved across sessions
(asymptote = 76.2 ± 2.3%; days 1–17, n = 8; day 18–19, n = 7; day 20–21, n = 6; day 22–25, n = 5). (C) Exemplar maps of characteristic frequency (CF) from naïve
(1) and an LRP subjects (2) show a gain of signal area in the trained animal. Striped polygons show the area of representation of the signal-frequency within a
half-octave band and values show the percent of total area for the signal band. (D) The relative amount (percent) of representational area occupied by half
octave bands across the tonotopic map of A1 in the LRP and naïve groups. Note that the only signiﬁcant gain in area was at the signal-frequency band in the
LRP group (5.0 kHz ±0.25 octaves; 4.1–6.0 kHz) (asterisk).

period (LRP) protocol was designed to promote a behavioral
pattern in which subjects BP starting at tone onset but ignore tone
offset. The use of this learning strategy produces reliable expanded
representation of the tone signal frequency band in A1 (19).
Group performance improved across training sessions [F(24,199) =
27.37; P < 0.0001], to an asymptotic level of 76.2% after 24.8 sessions (Fig. 1B). On the day after individual attainment of asymptote,
subjects underwent an extinction-test session. All subjects exhibited
a decrement of BP responses during extinction, enabling a comparison of the strength of memory with changes in cortical areas of
frequency representation.
The LRP group displayed a signiﬁcant increase in representational area. This proved to be highly speciﬁc to the signal frequency
(e.g., exemplar LRP subject; Fig. 1C). The spread of representational signal-speciﬁc area ranged from 7.89% to 21.70% of the
total area of A1, permitting a within-group correlational analysis
of area gain and the strength of memory (below).
The mean area for the signal frequency of 5.0 kHz (±0.25
octaves, “signal band” = 4.1–6.0 kHz) was 15.00% (±1.61) of the
total area of A1. This was a >2-fold increase in area compared to a
group of naïve (untrained, n = 9) animals for which the identical
frequency range constituted only 7.67% (±1.62) of A1 [t(15) = 4.05,
P < 0.001] (Fig. 1D). Gain in area was limited to the signal frequency. No other frequency bands developed a signiﬁcant gain in
representational area (all P > 0.05) (Table S1). The representational gain in area for the signal appeared to be largely at the
expense of frequency representation on the low-side of the signal
band, because the 2.1–4.0 kHz band alone developed a signiﬁcant
loss of area [t(15) = –2.07, P < 0.05] (Table S2).
Memory strength was assessed using the standard method of
determining behavioral resistance to extinction. Extinction [loss of
response after discontinuation of reinforcement (20)] is a form of new
learning that opposes the original behavior based on the prior signal–
reward association. Thus, the rate of extinction traditionally has been
used to index the strength of a prior association (21–23). Extinction
was conducted in a single session before neurophysiological recording. In addition to the signal-frequency, ﬁve nonsignal test frequencies were intermixed randomly, to permit determination of the
3794 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1000159107

frequency speciﬁcity of extinction (i.e., signal vs. nonsignal frequencies). Because the number of responses in extinction is a sensitive
measure of memory strength (24), we compared the relative number
of responses to the signal tone vs. responses to the nonsignal test tones
during extinction. Animals with the greatest memory strength for the
signal tone should be most resistant to extinguish responses to the
signal, indicated by a greater proportion of BPs to the 5.0-kHz signal
frequency relative to nonsignal frequencies (25).
Fig. 2 shows the relationship between the percent of responses to
the signal frequency compared with responses to all other frequencies and the representational area of the signal frequency band
Fig. 2. The amount of signal-speciﬁc area gain in A1 induced by
learning was positively correlated with the strength of memory for
the signal tone (r = 0.77, P < 0.01). This curvilinear relationship
became positive only when the percent of responses to the signal
frequency became greater than chance. Thus, the greater the representational area above the naïve level, the greater the resistance to
extinction—i.e., the greater the increased strength of memory for
the signal. Furthermore, this relationship only existed for the signal
frequency; resistance to extinguish responses to nonsignal frequencies was not positively correlated with the amount of their areal
representation in A1 (Table S3). These ﬁndings strongly suggest
that a function of learning-induced signal-speciﬁc gain in cortical
representation is to confer increased memory strength.
If speciﬁc representational gain of area serves a general function
as a substrate of the strength of memory, then it should be found in a
wide range of circumstances, including different levels of task difﬁculty. In this initial study of the neural substrates of memory strength,
we used a fairly easy task; the LRP group attained asymptotic performance of 76.2% correct. Therefore, we devised a second, much
more difﬁcult version of the auditory-contingent task of bar-pressing
for water reward. Subjects had to BP within 3 s of tone onset, but also
stop responding before offset of the continuing tone (8, 9, or 10 s
pseudorandomly intermixed; Methods) (Fig. 3A, example 1). This
short-reward-period (SRP) group (n = 8) was punished for
responses after 3 s. All other BPs during the signal tone were signaled as errors by a ﬂashing light and time-out period (Fig. 3A,
example 2) as were BPs after tone offset and (Fig. 3A, example 3).
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Fig. 2. Memory strength correlates with the amount of signal-speciﬁc area
gains in A1 in the LRP group. The x axis shows the amount of relative area in
A1 for the signal-frequency (half-octave band). The y axis shows the strength
of memory for the signal tone (5.0 kHz) determined by its resistance to
extinction relative to ﬁve other nonsignal frequencies (2.8, 7.5, 12.9, 15.8,
and 21.7 kHz). LRP animals showed increases in area relative to the naïve
group (vertical dashed line, s.e.m. marked by shaded area). The increase of
memory strength was deﬁned as the proportion of bar-pressing to the signal
tone greater above chance (estimated as the percentage of responses to the
signal tone if behavior were equal across all six test frequencies: [100%/(6
possible tone responses + 1 for possibility of no response) = 14.29%; see
Methods] (horizontal dashed line). Increased memory strength for the signal
tone is signiﬁcantly positively correlated with the amount of area gain in A1
(best ﬁt regression, curvilinear: r = 0.77, P < 0.01).

Performance of the SRP group improved across training
[F(12,103) = 13.98; P < 0.0001] and reached an asymptote of
42.6% after 11.6 sessions (Fig. 3B). Although this group attained
asymptote more rapidly than did the LRP group, its level of
performance was signiﬁcantly worse [t(6) = 7.29, P < 0.0001] with
four out of eight subjects performing between merely 11.4% and
28.7% at asymptote.
The SRP group failed to exhibit any signiﬁcant representational
gains in area (Fig. 3C; all half-octave CF bands, P > 0.05; see Table
S4). This is not surprising given the group’s poor average performance.
The absence of a signiﬁcant gain of area reﬂects a large range of
representational area of the signal band (Fig. 3D). Despite the high
variability in cortical area, it was not randomly related to performance.
Asymptotic performance was signiﬁcantly positively correlated with
the amount of signal-speciﬁc area in A1 (r = 0.90, P < 0.005; Fig. 4).
This ﬁnding replicates and extends that of Rutkowski and Weinberger
(15), who used a different variant of the bar-pressing task.
Even without an overall group change in area, it was possible to
determine the extent to which the representation of the signal
frequency might be related to memory strength in the difﬁcult task.
The amount of signal-speciﬁc area in A1 was highly correlated with
resistance to extinction for the signal tone (r = 0.87, P < 0.005). As
in the case of the LRP group in the easy task, this relationship was
curvilinear. Also like the ﬁndings for the easy task, this relationship
became positive only when resistance to extinction for the signal
tone was above chance; this applied only to SRP subjects that
developed gains in A1 signal-area (Fig. 5). Those subjects lacking
area gains did not exhibit increased memory strength. As for the
LRP group, this relationship only existed for the signal frequency;
resistance to extinguish responses to nonsignal frequencies was not
positively correlated with the amount of their frequency representation in A1 (Table S5). Thus, the enhancement of memory
strength was directly related to the amount of area gain in A1 for
the signal frequency. These ﬁndings support the generality of the
principle that area gain confers increased memory strength by
showing that it obtains across levels of task difﬁculty.
Discussion
These experiments tested the hypothesis that a gain of representational area in the primary auditory cortex would lead to
increased strength of speciﬁc memory. This “area gain/memory
strength” hypothesis emphasizes a distinction between the causes
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Fig. 3. Bar-pressing for water rewards to tones in the SRP group. Behavior
and representational area in A1. (A) The SRP protocol required animals to BP
for rewards during a brief 3-s reward window that began at tone onset. Only
one water reward could be delivered per trial. All BPs during the tone after 3
s and during ITI were signaled as errors with a ﬂashing light during a timeout period. Example 1 shows an optimal pattern of behavior: the BP is
limited to the 3-s reward window after tone onset. Example 2 shows a
correct response followed by an erroneous BP later during the tone. Example
3 shows a correct BP followed by errors later during the tone and during the
silent part of the ITI. (B) Group performance improved across sessions
(asymptote = 42.6 ± 8.1%; days 1–11, n = 8; day 12, n = 3; day 13, n = 2). (C)
Group CF distributions (half-octave bands) across A1 compared to a naïve
group did not reveal a signiﬁcant gain in area at any signal-frequency band.
(D) Exemplar maps for three subjects (1–3) show variability in the amount of
signal-band representation within the SRP group. Striped polygons show the
area of representation of the signal-frequency. Percentages indicate the
relative amount of A1 area occupied by the signal-frequency (±0.25 octaves).
Examples show cases of smaller (#1, 2.20%), approximately equal (#2,
8.21%), or larger (#3, 16.76%) signal-band areas than naïve (7.67 ± 1.62%;
see Fig. 1D).

of learning-induced plasticity, such as the formation of an association, and a neglected aspect of inquiry—namely, the functions of
such plasticity. Two groups of rats were trained to learn a tonecontingent instrumental response to obtain water rewards, in relatively easy (group LRP) and highly difﬁcult (groups SRP) tasks.
We found a signiﬁcant positive relationship between signalspeciﬁc gains of representational area in A1 and resistance to
extinction for the signal frequency band in both groups, despite the
wide range of task difﬁculties and corresponding asymptotic performance level (76.2% vs. 42.6%, respectively). No other frequencies developed signiﬁcant gains in representational area.
Moreover, the shape of the function relating area gain to the
extinction-based measure of memory strength was the same in
both groups: curvilinear. In both cases, the gain in area developed
only in subjects that showed memory strength for the signal frequency that was greater than that of a naïve control group—i.e.,
PNAS | February 23, 2010 | vol. 107 | no. 8 | 3795
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above chance (Figs. 2 and 5). The speciﬁcity of the ﬁndings for the
signal frequency band (5.0 kHz ± 0.25 octaves) demonstrates that
the ﬁndings reﬂect memory for the signal frequency rather than
sound per se. In addition, the relationship only exists between
memory strength for the signal tone and its gain in representational
area induced by learning; no such relationship existed between the
resistance to extinguish responses to nonsignal tones and their area
in A1. Thus, the area gain-memory strength correlations in the
LRP and SRP groups reﬂect signal-speciﬁc associative learning, as
opposed to any putative nonspeciﬁc or nonassociative processes.
The results support the hypothesis that learning-induced gains in
representational area underlie increased strength of memory.
Of course, the current ﬁndings are correlational and cannot
themselves demonstrate that area gain is a “mechanism” for memory strength. Interventional approaches, such as directly manipulating the area of representation and predicting the strength of
memory, would permit tests of mechanism.
How might gains in area confer increased memory strength?
Many factors can weaken memories. For example, memories are
subject to degradation by processes of forgetting and to suppression
by extinction and interference. All of these assailants may be
counteracted by increasing the number of neurons that represent
the content of memory. On the assumption that memories involve
networks of functionally linked neurons, the greater the number of
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Fig. 5. Memory strength is correlated with the amount of signal-speciﬁc
area in A1 in the SRP group. The x axis shows the amount of relative area in A1
for the signal-frequency (±0.25 octaves). Vertical dashed line indicates the
mean area of representation in the naïve group (±SEM marked by shaded
area). The y axis shows the strength of memory for the signal tone (5.0 kHz)
determined by its resistance to extinction relative to four other nonsignal
frequencies (1.1, 2.4, 10.6, and 22.4 kHz). Increase of memory strength was
deﬁned as the proportion of bar-pressing to the signal tone greater than
chance. Chance level was estimated as the percentage of responses to the
signal tone if behavior were equal across all ﬁve test frequencies ([100%/(5
possible tone responses + 1 for possibility of no response) = 16.67%]; see
Methods) (horizontal dashed line). Memory strength is signiﬁcantly positively
correlated with the amount of signal-representational area in A1 (best ﬁt
regression, curvilinear: r = 0.87, P < 0.005).
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participatory cells, the more extensive the network. Forgetting
would have to degrade enlarged networks, and new learning in the
form of extinction would have to suppress more extensive networks.
If weakly formed, as in the case of relatively unimportant experiences, enlarged representations of memories would not be established, making them more susceptible. In contrast, memories of
greater behavioral signiﬁcance are more resistant to weakening. A
particularly unfortunate example is posttraumatic stress disorder
(PTSD), in which traumatic memories are intrusive (26, 27). These
considerations ﬁnd experimental support in the ﬁnding that the
greater the importance of a sound, the greater the area of its representation in the primary auditory cortex (15).
Increased area of representation may serve mnemonic processes other than memory strength per se. For example, memory
that is encoded and stored in a larger network might be more
readily recalled in cued retrieval because cues might be more likely
to encounter a neuronal entry-point into the memory network.
Similarly, nonexternally cued recall could be facilitated because
the internal search mechanism is more likely to encounter a
member of an extended network than one of a more restricted
network. Thus, area gains could also serve to increase the accuracy
of memory retrieval by increasing the likelihood that information
from the cortically expanded representation will come into
attention (28). Indeed, human imaging studies have shown that
cortical areas that are activated during acquisition are the same
areas engaged during retrieval (29), suggesting that areas modiﬁed
by learning participate in the retrieval of speciﬁc memories.
Increased numbers of neurons that become best responsive to
the same incoming stimulus have several implications. For example, they could amplify the downstream inﬂuence of behaviorally
important stimuli relative to nonsignal stimuli. This ampliﬁed
transmission of information could be due to an increase in the
overall magnitude of activity for the signal, in the coordination of
signal-evoked activity when neurons respond similarly to the same
cortical inputs, or both. For example, learning-induced facilitation
of temporal processing, including decreased variability in spike
latencies, may increase the synchrony of ensemble ﬁring (30).
Thus, downstream sensory, motor, and other targets could be
more heavily impacted by the presence of the signal in the environment. This could lead to signal-speciﬁc facilitation of attention,
general cognition, decision-making, motor-planning, and the
execution of relevant behaviors. In support of this type of schema,
local ampliﬁcation of signal-speciﬁc cortical activity by focal
microstimulation produces shorter response latencies and the
biasing of choices toward the feature that is processed by the
involved neurons, both in auditory (31) and visual cortices (32).
Proposed mechanisms of HARP, included expanded representation, have implicated neuromodulatory systems such as dopamine
(33), norepinephrine (34), and serotonin (35). Cholinergic modulation of auditory cortical responses by the nucleus basalis (NB) has
been shown to have a primary role for the induction of HARP in A1
(36, 37). Stimulation of the NB paired with a speciﬁc pure tone
induces local tuning shifts toward the tonal frequency (38–40) and
gains in representational area across A1 (41). Moreover, tone/NB
pairing also induces actual speciﬁc behavioral memory (42–44). Tone
paired with stimulation of the basolateral amygdala (BLA) also can
produce signal-directed tuning shifts in A1 (45, 46) and is likely to do
so through an interaction with the NB (47, 48). Furthermore, the
effects of NB and BLA involvement in representational plasticity in
A1 are likely to include the participation of top-down inﬂuences from
the prefrontal cortex (PFC) (18, 49). Extensive lines of behavioral
research have shown that posttraining manipulations of the BLA
can strengthen memories, including those of emotionally arousing
experiences (50–53). Together with the current ﬁndings, this research
suggests that a likely target for the strengthening of a memory through
the BLA–NB–PFC triumvirate, or other modulatory pathway, is to
increase the cortical representation for the behaviorally relevant
features of an experience that comprise the content of memory.
Bieszczad and Weinberger

Methods
Subjects. The subjects were 25 male Sprague–Dawley rats (300-325 g; Charles
River Laboratories), housed in individual cages in a temperature-controlled
(22 °C) vivarium, and maintained on a 12/12 h light/dark cycle (lights on at
7:00 AM) with ad libitum access to food and water before the onset of
training. They were handled daily and retained in the vivarium for a minimum of 1 week before any treatments. Once training began, they were
water-deprived and given water supplements only to maintain body weight
∼15% below nondeprived littermates (83.9% ± 1.1 body weight of ad libitum). All procedures were performed in accordance with the University of
California at Irvine Animal Research Committee and the National Institutes
of Health Animal Welfare guidelines.
Training Apparatus and Tone Generation. The details of initial training and the
training apparatus were described previously (54) and are available in
SI Methods.
Training Protocols. After bar-press shaping, all animals were trained to respond
to 5.0-kHz tones for water rewards during 45-min daily sessions until
asymptotic levels of performance were reached (stable levels of performance
across ≥4 days, CV ≤ 0.10). BPs during reward periods resulted in the delivery
of water. BPs during the ITI between reward periods were either inconsequential or resulted in the delivery of an error-signaled time-out period (i.e.,
lengthening of time in addition to the programmed ITI duration until the next
tone trial). Both LRP and SRP protocols were designed to encourage the use of
tone onsets to solve the problem of obtaining water rewards to tones. The
details of how this was achieved are outlined below for each protocol.
Long-Reward-Window Protocol. LRP subjects could BP for reward during a 17-s
window that began at tone onset. Tone duration was 10 s. Thus, a correct
response made the water cup available for 5 s so that two rewards were
possible during the tone, and one reward after the tone’s offset. BPs that
occurred outside of the reward window resulted in a ﬂashing-light error
signal (200 ms on/off) and a 3-s (for ﬁrst 4 days when ITI = 4–12 s) or 7-s
(thereafter when ITI = 5–25 s) time-out for 50% of the errors, randomly
programmed. If subjects did not BP during the tone, then BPs after tone
offset during the remaining reward window were not rewarded.
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Performance (P) across training was calculated as the proportion of
rewarded BPs made during the response window, relative to the sum of all
rewarded and error-signaled BPs in a session (P = [# rewarded BPs/(#
rewarded BPs + # error-signaled BPs)] × 100%). A value of 100% would
indicate that all BPs occurred during the reward window; a value of 0%
would indicate that none occurred during this period.
Short-Reward-Window Protocol. SRP subjects could bar-press for reward
during a brief 3-s reward window that began at tone onset. A correct
response made the water cup available for 4 s; only one reward was possible
for each trial. BPs that occurred outside of the reward window, including
those that occurred during the remainder of the 10-s tone (see Fig. 3A,
examples 2 and 3), resulted in a ﬂashing-light error signal (200 ms on/off)
and 3-s time-out (i.e., lengthening of time in addition to the regularly
scheduled ITI period, 8–18 s).
Performance (P) across training was calculated as the number of responses
during the tone relative to all BPs during a session and was weighted
according to the proportion of rewarded BPs made during the reward
period, relative to all BPs made during tones (P = [(# tone BPs/Total # BPs) ×
(# rewarded BPs/# tone BPs)] × 100%).
Extinction Testing. Extinction sessions began with 10 signal-frequency rewarded trials to ensure that animals remained motivated to bar-press. Extinction
trials without rewards were initiated immediately thereafter. The signal tone
(5.0 kHz) and ﬁve other nonsignal frequencies were presented in the LRP group:
2.8, 7.5, 12.9, 15.8, and 21.7 kHz (150 trials total). The SRP group was tested using
the signal tone (5.0 kHz) and a second set of four other nonsignal frequencies:
1.1, 2.4, 10.6, and 22.4 kHz (200 trials total) (SI Methods).
Measuring Memory Strength. Memory strength was determined for the signal
frequency as the proportion of all responses made to presentations of the signal
toneduringextinctionrelativetothetotalnumberofBPsmadeduringthesession.
Such a relative measure is useful because it makes possible an index of memory
strength for the speciﬁc frequency of the signal. We calculated memory strength
(MemSt) as [# BPs to the signal frequency/(total # BPs during extinction)] × 100%.
A chance level of responding to the signal-tone frequency relative to the other
extinction test frequencies was deﬁned as a threshold for memory enhancement.
Chance—i.e., memory enhancement threshold—accounted for the possibility of
responding equally to each of the test tones (i.e., # extinction frequencies) or not
at all (i.e., 1 possibility of an absent response) and was calculated as 100%/
(# extinction frequencies + 1 absence of response).
Neurophysiological Mapping and Analysis of Tonotopic A1 Area. Extracellular
multiunit mapping of A1 was performed in anesthetized animals after
training and testing. Complete mapping required 60–80 electrode penetrations. The characteristic frequency at each site was determined from the
frequency response area (FRA) obtained using pseudorandom presentation
of pure tones (0.5–54.0 kHz in quarter-octave steps, 0–80 dB SPL in 10-dB
increments). Ofﬂine construction of Voronoi tessellations was used to
determine the areal distribution of CFs across A1 (SI Methods).
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